Outdoor Design
Channel-It is a simple yet elegant outdoor roller blind screen system that offers several benefits:

- Easy operation and low maintenance.
- Easy to install and able to resist wind loads
- Optional motorisation or manual gearbox
- Improve the value and presentation of your home
- Gives you the space you’ve always wanted
- Easy to manufacture and can be installed very quickly

Channel-It has been a popular choice for many commercial and residential installations throughout New Zealand allowing for a true Alfresco outdoor area that can be enclosed to eliminate the elements.
Sunbara Standard Awning

Enhance and protect your building or Outdoor living space with stylish quality. Sunbara Awnings are a stylish way to enhance and expand your outdoor living space or building by providing an effective shade cover to protect from the harmful U/V rays and heat from the sun.

With a sleek design, Sunbara Awnings are fully retractable when not required. Manual or motorised, the operation is smooth and simple.

**Recommended motor choice:**
Becker Motors from Germany with a 5 year warranty.

**Applications:**
Decks, Patios, Restaurants, Shop Frontages

**Sizes:**
- 3.0m Wide / 2.5m projection
- 3.5m Wide / 2.5m projection
- 4.0m Wide / 3.0m projection
- 4.5m Wide / 3.0m projection
- 5.0m Wide / 3.0m projection

**Operation:**
- Manual gearbox crank
- Motorised PSF (Remote controlled)
- Motorised PS (Hard wired)

**Framework:**
- Aluminium frame
- Steel back bar and roller tube
- Powder Coated (Silver Grey)

**Recommended Fabric Choice:**
- Sauleda Acrylic, Ferrari Soltis 86, Ferrari Soltis 96 & W96, Oasis Mesh, Sahara Mesh
Sunbara Cassette Awnings

Sleek, modern and compact shade protection for your outdoor living space.

Sunbara Cassette awnings are a slim and stylish way to add shade and protect from the harmful U/V rays.

The fully Cassetted awning is not only a sleek design but will also protect your fabric when not in use.

All Cassette awnings are Aluminium frames and covers (Powder coated in a modern neutral Light Beige colour) Steel back bar and roller tube and 316 marine grade stainless steel fastenings.

All awnings are manually operated gearboxes but can be fitted with Motorisation for simple operation.

**Recommended motor choice:**
Becker Motors from Germany with a 5 year warranty.

**Applications:**
Decks, Patios, Restaurants, Shop Frontages

**Sizes:**
- 3.0m Wide / 2.5m projection
- 3.5m Wide / 2.5m projection
- 4.0m Wide / 3.0m projection
- 4.5m Wide / 3.0m projection
- 5.0m Wide / 3.0m projection

**Operation:**
- Manual gearbox crank
- Motorised PSF (Remote controlled)
- Motorised PS (Hard wired)

**Framework:**
- Aluminium frame and Cassette
- Steel back bar and roller tube
- Powder Coated (Light Beige)

**Recommended Fabric Choice:**
- Sauleda Acrylic, Ferrari Soltis 86, Ferrari Soltis 96 & W96, Oasis Mesh, Sahara Mesh
The Triax system eliminates a lot of the hassles often experienced during the design, manufacture and installation of waterproof shade structures. The Triax system is easy to use and most of all, it gives you – the architect, builder, designer or installer – freedom to create individual and customised designs.

The Triax system allows two crossing pipes to be joined together permanently, without welding, without special tools and without the need to rely on precision critical measurements.

Triax structures can be wall-mounted, roof-mounted or freestanding on posts. The tension of the membrane cover is not transmitted to the mounting points, instead being contained within the frame itself. This means that unlike with traditional membrane covers, the structural integrity of existing buildings is not compromised by the addition of a Triax structure.

The Triax system is so adaptable, difficult site restrictions can be overcome and minor design modifications can be adopted if and when they occur.